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whats not to love about that? well, there will be a minor issue if youre used to watching certain
movies with closed captions. without captions, you will need to read all dialog as subtitles to get a
full understanding of what is being said. but you can choose to listen to some movies with a mute
switch. then, if youre a tactile learner, you can really get a feel for the movie without any words or
pictures on the screen. with fluentu, you never need to worry about the cost of time. at a tiny
fraction of the price of any other movie-subtitle service, you get thousands of media clips in any
language. fluentu will even let you select the subtitle track format you want. you can listen to the
audio track and subtitles separately, or select dual audio for both the soundtrack and subtitles.
everything you need is available at your fingertips. even if you want to learn spanish, you can, by
selecting spanish subtitles, and watch virtually any movie in spanish with the option to listen to the
english audio track. if youre watching in a different language than that of the content (or perhaps in
your target language with subtitles in a language you cant understand), theres an easy way to learn
a few extra words. simply listen to the dialog as it rolls through. if the language is unclear, ask a
friend or family member to help you out. if your viewing on an english-language video with foreign-
language subtitles, theres an easy way to compare the two words that might look similar. count how
many of those words sound the same. then, look for the unfamiliar ones. the more you practice, the
faster youll get at identifying new words.
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for instance, pulp fiction has audio in english, french, german, polish and spanish and subtitles in
english, french, german, polish and spanish. it looks like the spanish language content is primarily in
dubbing. however, the original french language content is subtitled. for instance, star wars episode
iv: a new hope has audio in english, french, german and japanese and subtitles in english, french,

german and japanese. the japanese subtitles are in perfect synchronization with the audio. your new
download will appear in your list of available downloads. if youre still having trouble finding a match,

you might try searching for your language in the name of your target language. for instance,
subtitulado enespaol(subtitled in spanish) yields a nice mixture of authentic content and english-

language content with spanish subtitles. how about watching adeles rolling in the deep with subtitles
in english and spanish for instance, spanish students can watch gran hotel (grand hotel) with

subtitles in english and spanish as well as chinese and german. if youre looking to change things up,
you can even dub over the original spanish audio with german, polish or portuguese. there are tons

of subtitled videos on youtube. the main trick is just finding the ones that work for you, which
requires some clever search terms. if you want audio in your target language with english subtitles,
you might try searching for the name of the language and with english subtitles. for instance, french

with english subtitles gives you a number of fun options. 5ec8ef588b
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